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Knockout reaction induced by 6He at 61.2 MeV/u *
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Abstract: A knockout reaction induced by 6He at 61.2 MeV/u was carried out at the HIRFL-RIBLL ra-

dioactive beam line. The α core fragments at forward angles were detected in coincidence with the recoiled

protons at large angles. From this coincident measurement the valence nucleon knockout mechanism and the

core knockout mechanism can be separated according to the polar angle correlation between the core fragments

and the recoiled protons. It is demonstrated that, when reconstructing the resonant state of a weakly bound

nucleus, the contamination resulting from the core knockout mechanism should be eliminated in order to obtain

the correct structure information.
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1 Introduction

The knockout reaction plays an important role in

probing the single-particle and cluster structure of

stable nuclei [1]. Since the advent of fast radioac-

tive nucleus beams, the knockout reaction with in-

verse kinematics has been developed into a powerful

tool for spectroscopic investigation of the exotic prop-

erties of unstable nuclei [2]. It is well known that,

due to the weak binding property of unstable nuclei,

most structure information may have to be extracted

from reaction experiments. Therefore a clear under-

standing of the reaction mechanism is important not

only for its own sake but also for structure studies[3].

Very recently an unexpected resonance peak around

0.6 MeV above the ground state of 7He was reported

from a knockout reaction experiment using a carbon

target [4] but could not be confirmed in a similar ex-

periment using a hydrogen target [5]. Furthermore

the strong reduction of the spectroscopic factor (SF)

for weakly bound nuclei observed in knockout reac-

tions is not consistent with that observed in transfer

reactions [6, 7], which might be attributed to some

reaction mechanism problems.
6He is the lightest neutron halo nucleus with the

so-called borromean configuration, to which continu-

ous attention has been paid both experimentally and

theoretically [8–16]. Its structure is well understood

and described as an α core plus two valence neutrons,

both in the (0p3/2) state. Due to its simple and well

studied structure, 6He is a good test case for the study

of the reaction mechanism. Early in the 1990s the
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reaction mechanism of a fast-moving borromean-type

projectile was schematically described [17, 18], in-

cluding the knockout of a valence nucleon followed

by resonance decay and the knockout of the core frag-

ment (cluster) followed by emission of valence nucle-

ons. In subsequent studies the latter mechanism was

often neglected, based on the strong absorption as-

sumption for experiments employing composite tar-

gets (such as beryllium or carbon targets) [2]. But,

as demonstrated in a quasi-free scattering experiment

with 6,8He beams impinging on a non-absorptive hy-

drogen target [14], the coincident measurement of the

recoiled proton allows us to clearly identify the core

fragment knockout process, which in turn could be

used to study the cluster structure of the projectile

at ground state. That experiment was carried out

at very high energy (717 MeV/u for 6He) and did

not employ neutron detection. It would be inter-

esting to investigate the validity of this separation

of the core knockout reaction mechanism at energies

below 100 MeV/u where many knockout experiments

for unstable nuclei have been performed and much

spectroscopic information has been acquired.

We report here an experiment of a knockout reac-

tion using a 61.2 MeV/nucleon 6He beam impinging

on a CH2 target. The goal is to possibly distinguish

the valence neutron knockout and the core fragment

knockout mechanisms, by the coincident measure-

ment of the emitted 4He particles with the recoiled

protons. Also, possible contamination from the core

knockout mechanism to the reconstructed resonance

spectrum is checked.

2 Experimental details

The experiment was carried out at the Heavy

Ion Research Facility in Lanzhou (HIRFL). An

85 MeV/nucleon 13C primary beam was supplied

by the SSC cyclotron. Secondary 6He ions at

61.2 MeV/nucleon were produced from a 4.5 mm

thick 9Be primary target and transported by the Ra-

dioactive Ion Beam Line in Lanzhou (RIBLL) [19]

to a vacuum chamber where the physics target CH2

and detector system were installed. The secondary

beam particles were identified by the time of flight

(TOF) and energy loss detected by the beam moni-

tors. As shown in Fig. 1 the secondary beam is com-

posed of about 81.3% 6He and some contaminants of
9Li and 3H at a 20% level. In addition a parallel-plane

avalanche counter (PPAC3) was installed at the F3

focal plane of the beam line to monitor the beam pro-

file. The secondary beam intensity was about 1×104

Fig. 1. Particle identification according to the

TOF measured by scintillation counters along

the beam line and energy loss measured by a

thin silicon detector upstream from the target.

particles per second.

As shown in Fig. 2 two parallel-plate avalanche

counters PPAC1 and PPAC2 and a double-sided

silicon strip detector (0.5 mm thickness) were set up-

stream of the target in order to measure the inci-

dent angle of the projectiles. A CH2 target with a

diameter of 30 mm and a thickness of 85.19 mg/cm2

was used as the physics target. Downstream of the

target, charged fragments at forward angles were de-

tected by the telescopes D0 and D2, and the recoiled

protons were detected by D11 and D12 at larger an-

gles according to the kinematics calculation. Each

telescope was composed of a position-sensitive detec-

tor (double-sided silicon strip layers for D0 and D12,

and position-sensitive detector for D2), an energy loss

detector (thin CsI(Tl) crystal for D11 and D0, and a

large-area silicon layer for D12, D2) and a stop detec-

tor (thick CsI(Tl) crystal for all telescopes). The size,

shape and thickness of the energy loss detectors and

the stop detectors were optimized according to Monte

Carlo simulation. D11 and D12 played also a key role

in triggering the data-collecting system and were cru-

cial for selecting the different reaction processes. The

D0 telescope covered ±6◦ around the beam line. The

D2 telescope covered 7◦–17◦ to detect fragments at

relatively larger angles. Good particle identification

performance was obtained for all telescopes as shown

in Fig. 3.

Neutrons emitted at forward angles were detected

by an array of four layers of plastic scintillator (not

shown in the figure). The first layer was positioned

at a distance of 350 cm downstream the target, and
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup in the vacuum

chamber. D11 and D12 are telescopes used

to detect the recoil protons, and D0 and D2

to detect the charged fragments.

Fig. 3. Particle identification performance for

telescopes D11 and D2.

the other layers were separated from each other by

50 cm. In total 24 scintillation bars were used. The

bar in the first and second layers had dimensions of

100 cm× 5 cm × 6 cm, while that in the third and

fourth layers had a size of 144 cm ×8 cm×8 cm.

Both ends of each bar were coupled to photomulti-

plier tubes (PMT). The active area of the first and

second layer amounted to 1 m × 1 m, covering an an-

gular range of about 14◦. In each layer the bars were

stacked horizontally and separated from each other

by a space equal to the bar width. This configuration

was adopted in order to test the cross-talk rejection

performance which is important for two-neutron co-

incident detection [20, 21]. One veto wall composed

of a thin plastic scintillator was installed in front of

the neutron array, in order to reject the charged par-

ticles. The neutron time of flight was obtained from

the time difference between the beam timing signal

and the mean time of the two PMTs collected at both

ends of a fired neutron bar. The horizontal position

of a striking neutron was determined from the time

difference between the two PMT signals and the ver-

tical position was decided just by the bar position.

For a 60 MeV neutron the energy resolution is 4.3%

(FWHM), and the neutron detection efficiency for the

whole array is about 10%, estimated from the test

measurement and the Monte Carlo simulation.

3 Results and discussion

The coincident measurement of the forward He

fragments and the recoiled protons were analyzed

event by event. Firstly we select 4He fragments from

the D0 or D2 telescope, and look for the coincident

protons in D11 and D12. The precise positions of

these particles are obtained from the corresponding

position-sensitive detector in the telescope. From

these positions the scattering polar angle relative to

the incident angle can be deduced. Shown in Fig. 4 is

the distribution of the proton polar angle versus the
4He polar angle. It should be noted that the empty

slice at around 45◦ of the proton angle is a result of

the dead area between D11 and D12. But for the 4He

polar angle, the detector dead area between D0 and

D2 is much smaller (only between 6◦ and 7◦) and the

empty slice at around 7.5◦ results from the reaction

mechanisms.

For the mechanism of a valence neutron knock-

out, the 4He core fragment is almost untouched and

should fly out along the beam line with an angular

spread determined by its Fermi motion in the mother

nucleus 6He. This mechanism is represented by the

events concentrated at the left side of the figure (close

to zero degrees of the 4He polar angle). On the other

hand, if the quasi-free core knockout occurs the 4He

fragment will fly to a larger angle and should follow

approximately the kinematics of free 4He+p scatter-

ing as shown in the figure by the black curve. This

mechanism is indicated by events concentrated in the

middle part in Fig. 4. This kind of separation of the

reaction mechanism was already realized at very high

energy (717 MeV/u) [14], with proton detectors at

angles close to 90◦ to avoid the difficulty of very high

energy detection. We demonstrate here that this sep-

aration of the reaction mechanism can also be realized

at much lower energies where the beam availability is

much better assured and the proton detection may be
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realized to large angular range by the use of normal

particle telescopes.

Fig. 4. Polar angle correlation between the

core fragment and the recoiled proton, from

which the n-knockout and α-knockout reac-

tion mechanisms are separated.

For more than a decade the knockout reaction

has been used extensively to extract SF for resonant

states or bound states. In the former case the reso-

nance after the removal of the valence nucleons will

undergo a decay into two or more particles which can

be detected and used to reconstruct the relative en-

ergy (invariant mass) spectrum. In principle only the

valence nucleon knockout mechanism should be in-

cluded, without contamination from the core knock-

out process. In our case this means selecting events

with small 4He polar angle as shown in Fig. 4. Shown

in Fig. 5 is the invariant mass of 5He reconstructed

from the small-angle 4He and the coincident neutron.

The peak at about 0.9 MeV and the shape of the res-

onance are in agreement with the previous measure-

ments [22]. In contrast if we select the core knockout

mechanism corresponding to the part with larger 4He

polar angles, a quite different invariant mass spec-

trum for 5He is obtained, as shown in Fig. 6. In addi-

tion to a peak at about 1 MeV, another broad struc-

ture peaking at about 2.8 MeV appears with high

probability. Of course the core knockout mechanism

should be excluded from the study of the 5He struc-

ture because it is strongly modified by the knockout

process. In previous studies the measurements were

inclusive with respect to the knockout mechanism and

therefore some unexplained structure might appear.

Due to the relatively low beam intensity, and there-

fore poor statistics, we were not able to distinguish

the contribution from the carbon or the hydrogen tar-

get. But the comparison of the reconstructed spectra

from the same measurement is meaningful to illus-

trate the importance of eliminating the contamina-

tion caused by the core knockout reaction process.

Fig. 5. Invariant mass spectrum reconstructed

from 4He fragments with very small polar an-

gle, corresponding to the nucleon knockout

mechanism, and the coincident single neutron

measured by the neutron array. The fit gives

a resonance centered at Er = 0.86 MeV and

with a width Γr = 0.81 MeV.

Fig. 6. The “fake” invariant mass spectrum

reconstructed from the 4He fragments cor-

responding to the core knockout mechanism

and the coincident neutrons detected by the

neutron wall. The fit gives two resonances

with Er = 1.01 MeV, Γr = 1.05 MeV and

Er =2.78 MeV, Γr = 3.68 MeV, respectively.

4 Summary

A knockout reaction experiment was carried out

for a 6He beam at 61.2 MeV/u impinging on a CH2

target. the α core fragments at forward angles were

detected in coincidence with the recoiled protons

at larger angles. From this exclusive measurement

the valence nucleon knockout mechanism and the
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core knockout mechanism can be separated based on

the correlation between the polar angles of the core

fragments and the recoiled protons, respectively. It

is demonstrated that the core knockout mechanism

might result in some strong contamination of the real

invariant mass spectrum and even create a “fake” res-

onance peak in the larger mass region. Therefore it is

very important to test and clarify the knockout reac-

tion mechanism before using it to extract the struc-

ture information of exotic nuclei. This should also

be true for the study of bound states of exotic nuclei,

where the parallel momentum distribution of the core

fragment is often measured based on the assumption

of a perfect spectator. This momentum distribution

might also be biased if the core knockout mechanism

is included in the measurement.
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